Dog Days at Ferry Farm Rules, Regulations, and Guidelines

- All dogs must be leashed at all times.
- Dogs must be at least 4 months of age and current on vaccinations to include Rabies, Bordetella, and Parvo.
- Dogs over 1-year-old must be spayed or neutered. No dogs in heat.
- Owners are responsible for their dog’s waste.
- All dogs must be well-behaved; the GWF reserves the right to determine whether an owner and pet may be asked to leave, based on guest safety. Any dog displaying disruptive or aggressive behavior will be asked to leave.
- The George Washington Foundation is not responsible for any injury or illness. Each dog owner is responsible for his or her own dog. If your dog causes damage to any person or property, you are responsible.
- An adult must maintain control of the dog’s leash at all times.
- Please ask before approaching or allowing your dog to approach an unfamiliar dog.

Before Attending This Event with Your Dog

Before attending a Dog Days event with your dog, it’s important to understand what your dog tolerates and will enjoy. Dog Days events can be stressful for some dogs because there may be a lot of people, children, and other dogs in close proximity. Ask yourself:

- How does my dog handle being in a new environment?
- How does my dog react to close proximity to unfamiliar people and dogs of various sizes?